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Abstract

Stable models seem to be a natural way to describe the beliefs of a rational agent� How�
ever� the de�nition of stable models itself is not constructive� It is therefore interesting to
�nd a constructive characterization of stable models� using a �xpoint construction� The op�
erator we de�ne� is based on the work of �among others� F� Fages� For this operator� every
total stable model of a general logic program will coincide with the limit of some �in�nite�
sequence of interpretations generated by it� Moreover� the set of all stable models will coin�
cide with certain interpretations in these sequences� Furthermore� we will characterize the
least �xpoint of the Fitting operator and the well�founded model� using our operator�

���� Mathematical Subject Classi�cation� ��N��
���� CR Classi�cation� D����	 F�
��	 I����
Keywords and Phrases� Logic Programming	 Stable Models	 NonMonotonic Reasoning
Note� This Technical Report is an extended version of �Teu���

� Introduction

Stable models� as introduced in �GL��� and extended to three�valued models in �Prz��b�� seem
to be a natural candidate for providing general logic programs with a meaning	 However� their
de
nition is not constructive	 The aim of this paper is to 
nd a constructive characterization
of stable models for general logic programs� using sequences of interpretations generated by
iterating a non�deterministic non�monotonic operator	 The non�deterministic behaviour of this
operator is captured by using the notion of selection strategies	 Our operator is based on
the ideas of F	 Fages �Fag���	 The main di�erence with the approach of Fages is� that our
operator is less non�deterministic than his	 As a result� our operator is more complex� but this
enables us to de
ne a notion of trans
nite� fairness with which we can characterize a class of
stabilizing strategies that contain all total stable models	 Moreover� the additional structure in
our operator allows us to de
ne various classes of strategies with nice properties	 The di�erence
of our operator with respect to the backtracking �xpoint introduced by D	 Sacc�a and C	 Zaniolo
in �SZ��� is twofold� we 
nd all stable models� instead of only all total stable models� and� if an
inconsistency occurs� we use a non�deterministic choice over all possibilities for resolving that
inconsistency� while their operator uses backtracking� which is just one particular possibility	

In the next section we give a short introduction on general logic programs and interpreta�
tions� and introduce some notations that will be used throughout the paper	 Section � contains
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an explanation of three�valued� well�supported models and stable models� and a generalization
of Fages� Lemma� which establishes the equivalence between a subset of the set of three�valued�
well�supported models and the set of three�valued� stable models	 In section � we will in�
troduce our operator SP � and prove that the sequences generated by this operator consist of
well�supported interpretations	 After this� we will show in sections �� �� � and � how to 
nd
total stable models� three�valued� stable models� the least 
xpoint of the Fitting operator and
the well�founded model� respectively� using our operator	 In section �� we will take a short look
at the complexity of the operator� and e�ective strategies for 
nding stable models	

� Preliminaries and notations

A general logic program is a 
nite set of clauses R � A� L� � � � � � Lk� where A is an atom and
Li i � ����k�� is a literal	 A is called the conclusion of R� and fL�� � � � � Lkg is called the set of
premises of R	 We write conclR� and premR� to denote A and fL�� � � � � Lkg� respectively	 For
semantic purposes� a general logic program is equivalent to the possibly in
nite� set of ground
instances of its clauses	 In the following� we will only work with these in
nite sets of ground
clauses� and call them programs	

We use BP to denote the Herbrand Base of a program P � A� A� and Ai represent typical
elements of BP 	 Furthermore� LP is the set of all literals of P � L� L� and Li represent typical
elements of LP 	 We use the following notations�

� for a literal L� �L is the positive literal A� if L � �A� and the negative literal �A� if L � A�
and

� for a set of literals S� we write

� �S to denote the set f�L j L � Sg�

� S� � fA j A � Sg to denote the set of all atoms that appear in positive literals of S�

� S� � fA j �A � Sg to denote the set of all atoms that appear in negative literals of
S� and

� S� � S� � S� to denote the set of all atoms that appear in literals of S	

A twovalued interpretation of a program P maps the elements of BP on true or false	 In
this paper� we will use threevalued interpretations� in which an atom can also be mapped on
unknown	 They are de
ned as follows�

De�nition ��� Let P be a program	 An interpretation I of P is a set of elements from LP 	
An atom is true in I� if it is an element of I�� it is false in I� if it is an element of I�� and it
is unknown in I� if it is not an element of I�	 If some atom is both true and false in I� then I

is called inconsistent	 If all atoms in BP are either true or false or both� in I� then I is called
total	 �

Example ��� Consider program P� consisting of the clauses pa�� �pb�� pb�� �pa� and
qb�� qb�	 We have that BP� is the set fpa�� pb�� qa�� qb�g	 There are �

� � ��� interpreta�
tions of P�� �� � �� of them are consistent� �� � �� of them are total� and �� � �� of them are
consistent and total	 �

Note� that a consistent total interpretation can be seen as a two�valued interpretation� because
then no atom is both true and false and� because I� � BP � no atom is unknown	
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� Well�Supported and Stable Models

In this section we will introduce well�supported models and stable models	 Our de
nition of
well�supported models is an extension to three�valued models� of the de
nition given in �Fag���	
Our de
nition of three�valued stable models follows the de
nition given in �Prz��b�	 First� we
will introduce wellsupported models� because they follow quite naturally from the intuitive idea
of the meaning of a program	 After this we will give the de
nition of stable models� which is
quite elegant	 In the remainder of this section we generalize of Fages� Lemma �Fag���� which
states that the class of total stable models and the class of total well�supported models coincide�
to three�valued models	

So� let�s take a look at the intuitive idea of the meaning of a program	 First of all� an
interpretation should be consistent� it doesn�t make sense to have atoms that are both true and
false	 Furthermore� one can see a clause in a program as a statement saying that the conclusion
of that clause should be true if that clause is applicable	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program� let I be an interpretation of P and let R be a clause in
P 	 R is applicable in I� if premR� 	 I	 R is inapplicable in I� if �premR� 
 I �� �	 We call
�premR� 
 I the blockingset of R in I	 �

Now� a model of a program P is a consistent interpretation I of P such that� for every clause
in P that is applicable in I� the conclusion of that clause is true in I� and an atom is false in
I only if all clauses with that atom as conclusion are inapplicable in I	 Note� that we have to
state explicitly that I has to be consistent� because in our de
nition an interpretation can be
inconsistent	

In a model of P � atoms can be true� even if there is no reason for that atom being true	
However� an atom should only be true� if there is some kind of �explanation� for the fact that
that atom is true	 This concept of �explanation� will be formalized using the notion of support
order	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program and let I be an interpretation of P 	 A partial order � on
the elements of LP is a support order on I� if� for all A � I�� there exists a clause R in P with
conclusion A such that R is applicable in I and� for all A� � premR��� A� � A	 �

If� for some positive literal L that is true inM � we gather all literals L� such that L� �� L �� is
the transitive closure of ��� then this set constitutes some kind of explanation for the fact that
L is true in M 	

Example ��� Consider program P� consisting of the clauses p� q � r� q � and r� �s	 One
of the models of P� is fp� q� r� �sg� and fq � p� r � pg is a support order on this model	 We
can read this support order as follows� p is true because r and q are true� q is always true� r is
true because s is false� and s is false because there is no reason why s should be true	 �

However� such an explanation can be rather awkward� either because it refers to the conclusion
itself� or because it contains an in
nite number of literals	

Example ��� Consider program P� consisting of the clauses p� q and q � p	 One of the
models of P� is fp� qg� and fp � q� q � pg is a support order on this model	 However� the
explanation �p is true because q is true and q is true because p is true�� is not a meaningful
explanation for the fact that p is true	 �
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Example ��� Consider program P� consisting of the clauses px�� psx�� and p���	 One
of the models of P� is fps

i��� j i  �g� and the partial order fpsi����� � psi��� j i  �g is
a support order on this model	 However� any explanation for the fact that p�� is true in M��
would be in
nite	 This seems to be rather counterintuitive	 �

Models for which every support order contains these cyclic or in
nite explanations� should not be
considered as giving a correct meaning to a program	 This can be achieved by using the fact that
a support order is well�founded if and only if it doesn�t contain cyclic or in
nite explanations	
Now� we can give the de
nition of wellsupported models	

De�nition ��	 Let P be a program� and let M be a model of P 	 M is a wellsupported model
of P � if there exists a well�founded support order on M 	 �

Example ��
 Consider the program P� example �	��	 The interpretations fpa�� �pb�� �qa��
�qb�g and fpa�� �pb�� �qa�� �qb�g are well�supported models of P�	 �

Another characterization of the meaning of a program is given by the de
nition of stable
models	 In the two�valued case� this de
nition uses the fact that the meaning of positive logic
programs in which the bodies of the clauses contain only positive literals� is well understood�
it is given by the unique twovalued minimal model of the program	 This de
nition of sta�
ble models has been generalized by T	 Przymusinski to three�valued stable models �Prz��b�	
In this de
nition� he uses the notion of three�valued� truth�minimal models� and a program
transformation	

De�nition ��� Let P be a positive program and let M be a model of P 	 M is a truthminimal
model of P � if there does not exist a model M � other than M� of P such that M �� 	M� and
M �� �M�	 �

De�nition ��� Let P be a program and let I be an interpretation of P 	 The program P
I
is

obtained from P by replacing every negative literal L in the body of a clause in P that is true
resp	 false� resp	 unknown� in I by the proposition t resp	 f � resp	 u�	 �

Now� we are able to give the de
nition of a stable model	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program and let M be an interpretation of P 	 M is a stable model
of P � if M is a truth�minimal model of P

M
	 �

Example ���� Consider the program P� example �	��� and the model fpa�� �pb�� �qa��
�qb�g of P�	 M is a stable model of P�� because it is a truth�minimal model of the program
P�
M
� fpa�� t� pb�� f � qb�� qb�g	 �

The following lemma shows that the class of stable models coincides with a subclass of the
well�supported models	 This lemma is an generalization of the lemma by F	 Fages �Fag����
which proves that two�valued stable models and two�valued well�supported models coincide	
The proof we give� resembles the proof given by F	 Fages	 First� we have to introduce the notion
of �greatest� unfounded set 	

De�nition ���� Let P be a program and let I be an interpretation of P 	 Let S be a subset of
BP � I�	 S is an unfounded set of I� if all clauses R in P such that conclR� � S are inapplicable
in I � �S	 The greatest unfounded set UP I� of I is the union of all unfounded sets of I	 �
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Note� that our de
nition of unfounded set di�ers from the de
nition used in �GRS���	 However�
we can de
ne their operator as follows� UP I� � UP I� � I�	

Lemma ���� �Equivalence� Let P be a program and let M be an interpretation of P � M is
a stable model of P i� M is a wellsupported model of P such that UP M� � ��

Proof� By de
nition� M is a stable model of P i� M is a truth�minimal model of P
M
	 By

theorem �	� in �Prz��a� page ����� the truth�minimal model can be characterized using the
Fitting operator see de
nition �	��� M is the truth�minimal model of P

M
i� M � � P

M
�� ��	

We will write �� as a shorthand for � P
M
�� ��	

�� Let M be a well�supported model of P such that UP M� is empty� and let �M be a well�
founded support order on M 	 To prove that M is a stable model of P � it su�ces to prove that
M � ��	

�	 We prove thatM� 	 ��
� 	 In order to do this� we prove by induction on �M that A �M�

implies A � ��
� 	 If A is a �M �minimal element of M

�� then there exists a clause R in P

with conclusion A that is applicable in M such that premR�� is empty	 But then there
exists a clause R� in P

M
with conclusion A that is applicable in M such that premR�

contains only propositional constants t� and therefore by de
nition of �� A � ��	 Assume
that� for all A� �M A� A� �M� implies A� � ��	 Because A �M�� there exists a clause R
in P with conclusion A that is applicable inM such that� for all A� � premR��� A� �M A	
But then there exists a clause R� in P

M
with conclusion A that is applicable inM such that

A� � premR� implies that A� is the propositional constant t or A� �M A	 By induction
hypothesis� we have that A� �M A implies that A� � ��	 Therefore� R

� is applicable in
�� and thus� by de
nition of ��� A � ��	

�	 We prove by induction on � that ��
� 	M�	 For � � �� the lemma holds trivially	 As�

sume that ��
� 	M�	 Suppose that A � ��

���	 Then� there exists a clause R in P
M

with
conclusion A that is applicable in ��	 But then all elements of premR� excluding the
propositional constant t� are in �� and therefore in M 	 But then� there exists a corre�
sponding clause R� in P with conclusion A that is applicable in M 	 But M is a model of
P and therefore A �M 	

�	 We prove that M� 	 ��� 	 Let AinM
�	 Because M is a model of P � every clause R in P

with conclusion A is inapplicable in M 	 But then� every clause R� in P
M

with conclusion
A is inapplicable in M 	 But P

M
is a positive program� and therefore these clauses are also

inapplicable in M�	 Also� we already have that M� � ��
� 	 So� because P

M
is positive�

every clause R� in P
M

with conclusion A is inapplicable in ��	 Therefore� by de
nition of
��� A � ��� 	

�	 We prove that ��� 	M�	 We already have that M� 	 ��� 	 Suppose that S � ��� �M�

is non�empty	 �� is a model of P
M
	 Therefore� for every A � S� every clause R in P

M

with conclusion A is inapplicable in ��	 Because M
� � ��

� � we know that S 
M� � �	
We also have that M � �S � ��	 Therefore� for every A � S� every clause R in P

M
with

conclusion A is inapplicable in M � �S	 But then by construction of P
M
� for every A � S�

every clause R� in P with conclusion A is inapplicable in M � �S	 So� S is an unfounded
set of M 	 This is in contradiction with the fact that UP M� is empty	 Therefore S has to
be empty	

�� Let M � ��	 We have to prove that M is a well�supported model of P such that UP M�
is empty	
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� We prove that UP M� is empty	 Suppose that UP M� is non�empty	 Consider the inter�
pretation M � �M � �UP M�	 Clearly� M � is smaller than M in the truth�ordering	 But
M � is also a model of P and P

M
	 This is in contradiction with the fact that M � �� and

that �� is a truth�minimal model of
P
M
	

� We prove that there exists a well�founded support�order on M 	 We assign a rank to the
elements of M�� the rank rA� of an atom A �M� is the least ordinal � such that
A � ��	 This rank is de
ned on all elements of M�� because M � ��	 We show that
the partial ordering �r such that A

� �r A i� rA�� � rA� is a well�founded support order
on M 	 Clearly� �r is well�founded	 Let A be an arbitrary element of M�	 We know
that A � �r�A� i� there exists a clause R in P

M
that is applicable in �r�A���	 But then�

for all A� � premR�� rA�� � rA� and therefore A� �r A	 By the construction of
P
M

and
the fact that M is a stable model of P � we have that there exists a clause R� in P with
conclusion A that is applicable in M � such that� for all A� � premR��� A� �r A	 Thus�
�r is a well�founded support order on M 	

�

� The operator SP

In this section� we de
ne the operator SP 	 This operator is inspired on the operator J
�
P of Fages�

but there are some major di�erences	
The idea is� to generate all total stable models of a program� by starting from the empty

interpretation	 At each step� we try to extend an interpretation I to a new interpretation I ��
that brings us �nearer� to a total stable model	 For this� we use the following strategies�

�	 If there exists a clause R that is applicable in I and conclR� is not an element of I� then
we add conclR� to I after all� we are looking for a model�	

�	 If there exists an atom A such that all clauses R that have A as conclusion� are inapplicable
in I� and �A is not an element of I� then we add �A to I after all� we are working towards
a total interpretation�	

�	 If the previous two strategies fail� we can do little more that blindly select an atom from
BP � I�� and add it� or its negation� to I	 However� in contrast with the two previous
strategies� this strategy is �awed� in the sense that� even if I is a subset of some stable
model� I � is not guaranteed to be a subset of a stable model	 In fact� continuing the
procedure with I � can lead to an inconsistent interpretation	

�	 If I is inconsistent� then we should try to 
nd a consistent interpretation I �	 However� we
do not want to throw away I completely	 We know that the inconsistency was caused by
some literal chosen by strategy �	 We will maintain �possible reasons for inconsistency�
with our interpretation� in order to identify a literal in I that could be the reason for the
inconsistency� and 
nd a new consistent interpretation I � by removing from I all literals
that were added to the interpretation due to the presence of this literal	

Note� that with all four strategies one could have more than one way to generate the next
interpretation	 For example� if there are two reasons for the inconsistency of an interpretation�
there are two possibilities for resolving that inconsistency	 As a result� our operator will be
non�deterministic	
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We have to maintain �reasons for inconsistency� with our interpretation	 Moreover� we will
maintain a support order with our interpretation� to help us prove various properties	 This leads
to the following de
nition of jinterpretations	

De�nition ��� A jtriple� is a triple hL� �� �i� such that L is an element of LP � and � and �

are subsets of LP 	 A jinterpretation J of P is a set of j�triples such that for every literal in LP �
J contains at most one j�triple with that literal as the 
rst element	 We call � the supportset of
L and � the culpritset of L	 For a set S of j�triples� we will write S to denote the set of literals
fL j hL� �� �i � Sg	 �

Note� that our support�set di�ers from the justi
cation in a justi
ed atom of Fages� because
it can be in
nite� and it is de
ned on literals instead of atoms	 Moreover� our support�set is
intended to contain a set of premises for a positive literal� and a set of elements of blocking�sets
for negative literals� whereas the justi
cations of Fages contain a complete explanation for the
fact that an atom is true	 Using the support�sets in a j�interpretation J � we can de
ne a partial
order on the literals in J 	

De�nition ��� Let J be a j�interpretation	 We de
ne �J to be the partial order such that
A� �J A i� hA� �� �i � J and A� � �� note� that A is a positive literal�	 �

In the interpretations on which SP will operate� the culprit�set will contain the �possible reasons
for inconsistency� and the partial order �J will be a support order on J 	

In the de
nition of the operator SP � we will use the con�ictset � choiceset and culpritset of
a j�interpretation J 	 The con�ictset of a j�interpretation J contains j�triples for every literal L
for which there are one or more reasons for adding them to J � according to strategies � and �	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program and let J be a j�interpretation of P 	 The con�ictset
ConflictP J� of J is the set of j�triples hL� �� �i such that

� L �� J �

� if L � A� then there exists a clause R in P with conclusion A that is applicable in J such
that � � premR��

� if L � �A� then every clause R in P with conclusion A is inapplicable in J � and for every
clause R in P with conclusion A exists a literal LR in the blocking�set of R in J such that
� � fLR j R � P � conclR� � Ag� and

� � �
S
f�� j hL�� � �� ��i � J � L� � �g	

�

For a j�triple hL� �� �i in ConflictP J�� � contains the reason for adding L to J � and � contains
all literals that could be the cause of L being an element of ConflictP J�� while �L is an element
of J 	

The choiceset of J contains j�triples that could be added to J on behalf of strategy �	 The
support�sets and choice�sets of these j�triples re�ect the fact that there is no real support for
adding these literals to J 	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program and let J be a j�interpretation of P 	 The choiceset
ChoiceP J� of P is the set

fhL� �� fLgi j L � �BP � J
�
�g

�

�



The culpritset of an inconsistent j�interpretation J � is the set of all �possible reasons for in�
consistency�� that is� the set of literal that are common to the culprit�sets of all literals L in J

whose negation �L is also an element of J 	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program and let J be a j�interpretation of P 	 The culpritset
CulpritP J� of J is the set

�
f� � �� j hA� �� �i � J � h�A� � �� ��i � Jg

�

Note� that if J is consistent then CulpritP J� � �	 We are now capable of de
ning our operator
SP 	

De�nition ��	 For a general logic program P � we de
ne the operator SP as follows�

SP J� �

�����
����

J � fhL� �� �i j �� � �g � if CulpritPJ� �� �
J � f��g � if ConflictP J� �� �
J � f��g � if ChoiceP J� �� �
J � otherwise

where �� � CulpritP J�
�� � ConflictP J�
�� � ChoiceP J�

�

Note� that in this de
nition the order of the conditions is relevant i	e	 a rule is only applied if
its condition is satis
ed and the conditions of all previous rules failed�	

The operator as we de
ned it� is non�deterministic� in the sense that it non�deterministically
chooses an element ��� �� or ��� from a set of candidates	 Because we want to manipulate this
non�deterministic behaviour� we extend the operator with a selection strategy� that encapsulates
this non�deterministic behaviour of SP 	

De�nition ��
 Let P be a program	 A selection strategy � for P is a non�deterministic function
that� for a j�interpretation J of P � chooses �� among CulpritP J�� �� among ConflictP J� and
�� among ChoiceP J�	 �

Note� that � can be deterministic if we consider more information	 For instance� we could use a
selection strategy that bases its choices for some j�interpretation J on the way in which J was
generated i	e	 previous applications of SP �	 We will use the notation S�P to indicate that we
are using the operator on a program P with a selection strategy � for P 	

As said before� we want to 
nd a stable model of P by starting from the empty interpretation	
In order to do this� we have to de
ne the ordinal� powers of S�P 	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program and let � be a selection strategy for P 	 Let S�P be the
operator as de
ned	 We de
ne the powers of S�P inductively�

S�P �
��

���
��

� � if � � �
S�P S

�
P �

���� � if � is a successor ordinalS
���

T
����� S

�
P �

� � if � is a limit ordinal

�
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The de
nition for zero and successor ordinals are standard	 The de
nition for limit ordinal is
the same as the one used by Fages� it states that at a limit ordinal �� we retain only the j�triples
that where persistent in the preceding sequence of j�interpretations� that is� for every j�triple in
S�P �

�� there exists an ordinal 	 smaller that �� such that� for all 
 � �	����� this j�triple is an
element of S�P �

�	
Using the powers of S�P � we de
ne the following in
nite sequence of j�interpretations	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program and let � be a selection strategy for P 	 The sequence for
P and � is the in
nite sequence of j�interpretations  �P � J	� � � � � J�� � � �� where J� � S�P �

�� for
all ordinals �	 �

We will now work towards a proof of the fact that certain 
xpoints of SP are stable models
of P 	 First� we have to prove that the application of SP on a j�interpretation results in a
j�interpretation� and that every element of a sequence is a j�interpretation	

Lemma ��� Let P be a program and let � be selection strategy for P � If J is a jinterpretation	
then S�P J� is a jinterpretation�

Proof� Suppose J is a j�interpretation	 Then� we can obtain S�P J� from J in two di�erent
ways�

� By adding a j�triple hL� �� �i to J 	 By de
nition of SP con�ict�set and choice�set�� we
know that L �� J 	 From this it follows that S�P J� � J � fhL� �� �ig is a j�interpretation of
P 	

� By removing elements from J 	 Because any subset of a j�interpretation is itself a j�
interpretation� we have that S�P J� is a j�interpretation	

�

Lemma ���� Let  �P be a sequence for a program P � Every element J� of  �P is a jinterpretation
of P �

Proof� For J	 � �� the lemma is trivially true	 Assume that for all 	 � �� J� is a j�interpretation
of P 	

If � is a successor ordinal� J��� is a j�interpretation by induction hypothesis� and therefore�
by lemma �	��� J� is a j�interpretation	

If � is a limit ordinal� we know that it is a set of j�triples� because it is a subset of a union of
j�interpretations	 Furthermore� we have that if hL� �� �i � J�� then for some 	 such that 	 � �

we have that� for all 
 � �	����� hL� �� �i � J�	 By induction hypothesis� for all 
 � �	����� J� is
a j�interpretation and therefore there is no j�triple other than hL� �� �i in J� with L on the 
rst
position	 But then we have that there is no j�triple� other than hL� �� �i� in J� with L on the

rst position	 Therefore� J� is a j�interpretation	 �

We will now prove that for every j�interpretation J� in a sequence  
�
P � the partial order �J�

is a support order and a well�founded order	 First� we have to prove the following auxiliary
lemma	

Lemma ���� Let  �P be a sequence� For all J� in  �P 	 for all hL� �� �i � J� and for all L� � � 	
there exist a � � and a �� 	 � such that hL�� � �� ��i � J��

Proof� For J	 � �� the lemma is trivially true	 Assume that� for all 	 smaller than �� we
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have that hL� �� �i � J� implies that� for all L� � � � there exist a � � and a �� 	 � such that
hL�� � �� ��i � J�	

If � is a successor ordinal� J� can be obtained from J��� in two ways�

� By adding a j�triple hL� �� �i to J���	 Here� the lemma follows directly from the de
nition
of SP con�ict�set and choice�set�	

� By removing elements from J���	 Suppose hL� �� �i � J��� and L� � � 	 Then� we have
by induction hypothesis that there exist a � � and a �� 	 � such that hL�� � �� ��i � J���	
Because �� 	 �� we have by the de
nition of SP that L� �� J� implies that L �� J�	

If � is a limit ordinal� we have that if hL� �� �i � J�� then for some 	 such that 	 � � we have
that� for all 
 � �	����� hL� �� �i � J�	 By induction hypothesis� we have that� for all 
 � �	����
and for all L� � � � there exist a � � and a �� 	 � such that hL�� � �� ��i � J� 	 Also� we have that if
hL�� � �� ��i � J� and hL

�� � ��� ���i � J���� then � � � � �� and �� � ���	 Therefore� hL�� � �� ��i � J�	
�

Theorem ���� �Supportedness� Let  �P be a sequence for a program P � For every J� in  �P 	
the partial order �J� is a support order on J��

Proof� We have to prove that for all A � J
�
� there exists a applicable clause R in P with

conclusion A such that for all A� � premR��� A� �J� A	
We will proceed by induction on �	 For J	 � �� the claim holds trivially	 Assume that for

all 	 smaller than � and for all A � J
�
� there exists a applicable clause R in P with conclusion

A such that for all A� � premR��� A� �J� A	
If � is a successor ordinal� then J� can be obtained from J��� in two ways�

�	 By adding a j�triple hL� �� �i to J���	 If L is a negative literal� then �J���J��� and the
claim follows from the induction hypothesis and the fact that J� � J���	 If L is positive�
we have by the de
nition of SP con�ict�set� that there exists a applicable clause R in P

with conclusion L such that � � premR�	 Therefore� A � premR�� implies that A � ���
which� by de
nition of �J�� implies that A �J� L	

�	 By removing a set of j�triples from J���	 The claim follows from lemma �	�� and the fact
that �J��� is a support order on J���	

If � is a limit ordinal� then A � J
�
� implies that there exists an 	 such that 	 � � and

for some � and �� for all 
 � �	����� hA� �� �i � J�	 By induction hypothesis we have that
there exists a applicable clause R � P with conclusion A such that for all A� � premR���
A� �J� A and therefore that A� � � 	 By lemma �	�� we have that there exist � � and �� such that
hA�� � �� ��i � J� and therefore hA

�� � �� ��i � J�	 From this we can conclude that if A� � premR��

then A� �J� A	 �

Theorem ���� �Well�Foundedness� Let  �P be a sequence for a program P � For every J� in
 �P 	 the partial order �J� is wellfounded�

Proof� Suppose that �J� is not well�founded	 Then� there exists an in
nite decreasing chain

� � � �J� A� �J� A� �J� A		 Because Ai � J
�
� � there exists a least ordinal 	i such that 	i � �

and for some �i and �i� for all 
 � �	i����� hAi� �i� �ii � J� 	 Also� because Ai�� � J
�
� � there

exists a least ordinal 	i�� such that 	i�� � � and for some �i�� and �i��� for all 
 � �	i�������
we have that hAi��� �i��� �i��i � J�	 Furthermore� we have that Ai �J� Ai��� which implies
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that Ai � �i��� and therefore 	i � 	i��	 As a result� we have that � � � � 	� � 	� � 		 is an
in
nite decreasing chain	 But the � order on ordinals is well�founded	 Thus� the assumption
that �J� is not well�founded is in contradiction with the fact that the � order on ordinals is
well�founded	 Therefore� we can conclude that �J� is well�founded	 �

We will now show that all 
xpoints of SP that appear in sequences are consistent	 In order
to prove this� we need a few auxiliary lemmas	

Lemma ���� Let  �P be a sequence for a program P � Let � be the least ordinal such that
ConflictP J�� � �� Then	 for all 	 � ������	 J� is consistent�

Proof� We prove the lemma with induction on 		 For 	 � �� we have that J� � �� which is
consistent	 Assume that for all 
 smaller than 	� J� is consistent	

Suppose that 	 is a successor ordinal	 If 	 �� ������ or J� is consistent� then the claim
holds trivially	 So� assume that 	 � ������ and that J� is inconsistent	 Then� we have that
J� � J��� � f�Lg� where L � J���	 First� note that by induction hypothesis� for all 
 smaller
than 	� J� is consistent� and therefore J� 	 J���	 As a result� every clause that is applicable
resp	 inapplicable� in J� � is applicable resp	 inapplicable� in J���	 There are two cases�

�	 L is positive	 Because L � J���� there has to be at least one clause with conclusion L

that is applicable in J���	 Also� by induction hypothesis� J��� is consistent	 Therefore�
there exists at least one clause with conclusion L that is not inapplicable in J���	 But
then� �L �� ConflictP J����	 This is in contradiction with the fact that 	 � ������ and
J� � J��� � f�Lg	

�	 L is negative	 Because L � J���� all clauses with conclusion �L have to be inapplicable in
J���	 Also� by induction hypothesis� J��� is consistent	 Therefore� there does not exists
a clause with conclusion �L that is applicable in J���	 But then� �L �� ConflictP J����	
This is in contradiction with the fact that 	 � ������ and J� � J��� � f�Lg	

Suppose that 	 is a limit ordinal	 Then J� is consistent� because it is the union of a monotone
increasing chain of consistent interpretations	 �

Lemma ���	 Let  �P be a sequence for a program P � Let � be the least ordinal such that
ConflictP J�� � �� For all 	 greater than � and for all hL� �� �i � J� � J�	 the culpritset � is
nonempty�

Proof� Suppose that for some 
 greater than � and some hL� �� �i � J� � J�� the culprit�set �
is empty	 Let 	 be the least ordinal greater than � such that for some hL� �� �i � J� � J�� � is
empty	 Because � is empty� the j�triple can only have been added on behalf of ConflictP J����	
There are two cases�

�	 If L is a positive literal� then � is the union of the culprit�sets of the literals in premR��
where R is a applicable clause with conclusion L	 Clearly� premR� is non�empty� because
otherwise L � J�	 But if premR� is non�empty and � is empty� then the culprit�sets of
all the literals in premR� have to be empty But then all these literals are elements of J��
and therefore L � ConflictP J��	 This contradicts the fact that ConflictP J�� � �	

�	 If L is a negative literal� then � is the union of the culprit�sets of a set of literals that block
all clauses with conclusion �L	 This set is non�empty� because otherwise L � J�	 But if
this set is non�empty and � is empty� then the culprit�sets of all these literals have to be
empty	 But then� all these literals are elements of J�� and therefore L � ConflictP J��	
This contradicts the fact that ConflictP J�� � �	
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From these contradictions� we have that there cannot exist a least 	 greater than � such that
for some hL� �� �i � J� � J�� the culprit�set � is empty	 �

Lemma ���
 Let  �P be a sequence for a program P � Let J� be an element of  �P � If J� is
inconsistent	 then J��� is consistent�

Proof� We will prove the lemma by induction on �	 The induction base holds trivially� J	 � � is
consistent	 Assume that� for all ordinals 	 smaller than �� J��� is consistent if J� is inconsistent	

Suppose that � is a successor ordinal and J� is inconsistent	 By lemma �	�� this means that
� is greater than 
� where 
 is the least ordinal such that ConflictP J�� � �	 It is su�cient
to prove that CulpritPJ�� �� �� because then is follows from the de
nition of SP that J���

is consistent	 First� observe that there is exactly one atom A such that both hA� �� �i and
h�A� � ���i are elements of J�� at least one� because J� is inconsistent and at most one because
by induction hypothesis J��� is consistent	 As a result� we have that CulpritP J�� � � � ��	
We also know that at least on of these two j�triples is not an element of J�� because J� is
consistent	 Therefore� by lemma �	�� we have that at least one of � and �� is non�empty� and
thus � � �� is non�empty	

If � is a limit ordinal we have by induction hypothesis that� for all 	 smaller than � such
that J� is inconsistent� J��� is consistent	 Therefore� for all 	 smaller than � such that J� is
inconsistent�

T
����� J� 	 J��� � J�	 From this we can conclude that J� is consistent	 �

Theorem ���� �Fixpoint Consistency� Let  �P be a sequence for a program P � Let J� be an
element of  �P � If J� is a �xpoint of SP 	 then J� is consistent�

Proof� Suppose J� is inconsistent	 Then� by lemma �	��� J��� is consistent	 But then
J� �� J���	 This is in contradiction with the fact that J� is a 
xpoint of SP 	 �

� Total stable models as limit �xpoint of SP

We will now take a look at the 
xpoints of SP that appear in the sequence of P we will call
them limit �xpoints�� and prove that they are the total stable models of P 	 First� we have to
de
ne the class of sequences that will contain a 
xpoint� stabilizing sequences	

De�nition ��� A sequence  �P is stabilizing � if there exists an ordinal �� such that� for all
ordinals 	 greater than �� J� � J�	 The closure ordinal of  �P is the least ordinal �� such that�
for all ordinals 	 greater than �� J� � J�	 �

De�nition ��� Let P be a program	 A j�interpretation J is a limit �xpoint of SP � if there
exists a selection strategy � for P � such that the sequence  �P is stabilizing and J � J�� where �
is the closure ordinal of  �P 	 �

Theorem ��� Let P be a program� If J is a limit �xpoint of SP 	 then J is a total stable model
of P �

Proof� J is a limit 
xpoint of SP 	 Therefore� there exists a selection strategy � such that  
�
P is

stabilizing and J � J�� where � is the limit ordinal of  
�
P 	 By the Fixpoint Consistency Theorem

�	���� J� is consistent	 By the construction of SP and the fact that J� � J���� J� is a total
model of P 	 Also� by the Supportedness Theorem �	��� and the Well�Foundedness Theorem
�	���� �J� is a well�founded support order for J�	 Therefore� J is a total well�supported model
of P 	 Because J is total� UP J� is empty	 From the Equivalence Lemma �	���� we conclude
that J is a total stable model of P 	 �
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So� the limit 
xpoints of SP are total stable models of P 	 We will now show the converse�
every total stable model is a limit 
xpoint of SP 	 We de
ne� for every stable model M of P � a
class of selection strategies � such that M is contained in  �P 	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program and let M be a stable model of P 	 A selection strategy
for M is a selection strategy that� for all J such that J �M � selects a j�triple hL� �� �i from
ConflictP J� or ChoiceP J� such that L �M 	 �

Lemma ��� Let P be a program	 let M be a stable model of P and let J be a jinterpretation
such that J �M � Then ConflictP J� 	M

Proof� Suppose A � ConflictP J�
�
	 Then� there exists a clause with conclusion A that is

applicable in J 	 By construction of J � this clause is also applicable in M � and therefore A has
to be an element of M 	

Suppose A � ConflictP J�
�
	 Then� all clauses with conclusion A are inapplicable in J 	 By

construction of J � these clauses are also inapplicable in M 	 As a result� we have that every
clause in P

M
with conclusion A is inapplicable	 Because M is the truth�minimal model of P

M
� we

can conclude that �A is an element of M 	 �

Lemma ��	 Let P be a program and let M be a stable model of P � Then	 there exists a selection
strategy � for M and for some J� in  �P 	 M � J��

Proof� First� we have to prove that there exists a selection strategy for M 	 Suppose that J is
a j�interpretation such that J 	M 	

�	 If � has to select from ConflictP J� then� by lemma �	�� any element select by a selection
strategy is an element of M 	

�	 Suppose ConflictP J� � � and ChoiceP J� 
M �� �	 Then we can select an element of
M from ChoiceP J�	 Therefore� there exists a selection strategy that selects an element
of M from ChoiceP J�	

�	 Suppose ConflictP J� � � andChoiceP J� 
M � �	 Because ChoiceP J� � �BP � J
�
�

and J 	M � it follows that J
�
�M�	 Because ConflictP J� � � and M is a supported

model of P � we have that J
�
�M�	 This is in contradiction with the fact that J �M 	

So� there exists a selection strategy � for M 	 Consider the sequence  �P 	 Let � be the least
ordinal such that J� ��M 	

�	 If � � �� then J� � � 	M 	 Because J� ��M � it follows that J� �M 	

�	 If � is a successor ordinal� then� by de
nition of �� J��� �M 	 Also� by de
nition of ��
J� � J��� � fLg� where L �M 	 Because J� ��M � we have that J� �M 	

�	 If � is a limit ordinal� then we have that for all 	 smaller than �� J� �M 	 By de
nition
of �� the pre
x of  �P up to not including� J� is a monotone increasing chain	 Therefore�
J� �

S
��� J� 	M 	 Because J� ��M � we have that J� �M 	

So� there exists an J in  �P such that J �M 	 �

��



Theorem ��
 �Characterization� Let P be a program� The limit �xpoints of SP 	 coincide
with the total stable models of P �

Proof� We have from theorem �	� that all limit 
xpoints of SP contain stable models of P 	
Also� by lemma �	�� there exists for every total� stable model M of P a selection strategy �

such that M is contained in an element of  �P 	 Because M is total� it follows that M is a limit

xpoint of SP 	 �

� A characterization of stable models	 using SP

In this section� we characterize the stable models of a program P � using our operator SP 	 As we
have seen� the total stable models coincide with the limit 
xpoints of SP 	 This means that we
cannot characterize the set of all three�valued stable models as a set of 
xpoints of SP 	 Instead�
we identify the set of stable models of a program with some set of j�interpretations appearing
in the sequences for that program	

Lemma 	�� Let P be a program and let M be an interpretation of P � M is a stable model of
P i� there exists a jinterpretation J in a sequence for P 	 such that M � J 	 J is consistent	
ConflictP J� � � and UP J� � ��

Proof�
�� Let J be an element of a sequence for P such that J is consistent� ConflictP J� � �
and UP J� � �	 By the Supportedness Theorem �	��� and the Well�Foundedness Theorem
�	���� J is a well�supported interpretation of P 	 Also� we know that J is consistent and that
UP J� � �	 Because ConflictP J� � �� we know that for every clause R that is applicable in J �
conclR� � J 	 Therefore� J is a model of P 	 Finally� by the Equivalence Lemma �	���� J is a
stable model of P 	
�� Let M be a stable model of P 	 By lemma �	�� there exists a strategy � such that there
exists an element J of  �P where M � J 	 Clearly� M is consistent	 So� we only have to prove
that ConflictP J� � � and that UP J� � �	

� Suppose that hL� �� �i � ConflictP J�	 If L is positive� then there exists a clause with
conclusion L that is applicable in J 	 But J �M and M is a model of P and therefore
L � J 	 If L is negative� then all clauses with conclusion �L are inapplicable in J 	 The
corresponding clauses in P

J
will also be inapplicable	 Because J �M and M is a stable

model of P �M is a truth�minimal model of P
M
and therefore L � J 	 But the fact that L � J

is� by de
nition of ConflictP � in contradiction with the fact that hL� �� �i � ConflictP J�	

� Suppose that UP J� �� �	 Let M � �M � �UP J�	 Clearly� M
� is smaller than M in the

truth�ordering	 But M � is also a model of P
M
	 This is in contradiction with the fact that

M is a stable model of P 	

�


 Relating the �xpoint of the Fitting operator to the sequences

for P

In the operator SP � we have a preference for using elements of ConflictP to extend an inter�
pretation	 The de
nition of ConflictP bares resemblance to the sets TP and FP used by the
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Fitting operator �Fit���	 We can identify the least 
xpoint of the Fitting operator !P with a
special j�interpretation that appears in every sequence for P in fact� it is the last element of
the maximal pre
x shared by all sequences for P �	 First� we give a de
nition of the Fitting
operator	

De�nition 
�� Let P be a program	 The Fitting operator !P is de
ned as follows�

!P I� � TP I� � FP I�
where TP I� � fA j �R�P conclR� � A � premR� 	 Ig

FP I� � f�A j �R�P conclR� � A� �premR� 
 I �� �g

�

The powers of the Fitting operator can be de
ned in the same way as we did for SP 	 Although
the de
nition of Fitting di�ers in the case of limit ordinals� we can safely use our de
nition�
because !P is monotone� and for monotone operators both de
nitions coincide	

Lemma 
�� Let  �P be a sequence for a program P � Let � be the least ordinal such that
ConflictP J�� � �� Then	 J� is the least �xpoint of the Fitting operator !P �

Proof� Let M be the least 
xpoint of !P 	 We have that M � ! �	 ��� where � is the closure
ordinal of !P 	 We will prove that J� 	M and J� �M 	

�	 We will prove by induction on 	 that if 	 � � then J� 	M 	 For J	 � �� the lemma holds
trivially	 Assume that for all 
 � 	 � �� J� 	M 	

If 	 is a successor ordinal� we have that J� � J��� � fhL� �� �ig	 By induction hypothesis�
we have that J��� 	M 	 Also� by the de
nition of ConflictP J� and !P � we have that
ConflictP J���� 	M 	 Therefore� J� 	M 	

If 	 is a limit ordinal� we have� because 	 � �� that J� �
S
��� J� 	 By induction hypoth�

esis� we have that J� 	M � for all 
 � 		 Therefore� J� 	M 	

�	 We have to prove that J� �M 	 It is enough to prove that L �� J� implies that L ��M 	
Suppose L �� J�	 There are two cases�

� L is positive	

By de
nition of SP and the fact that ConflictP J�� � �� we know that all clauses
with conclusion L are not applicable in J�	 Therefore� by the de
nition of !P �
L �� TP M�	 As a result� we have that L ��M � because M� � !P M�� � TP M�	

� L is negative	

By de
nition of SP and the fact that ConflictP J�� � �� we know that there exists
a clause R in P with conclusion �L such that �premR� 
 J� � �	 By this and the
de
nition of !P we have that L �� FP M�� and therefore L ��M 	

�

� Finding the Well�Founded Model using SP

Although the well�founded model� as introduced in �GRS���� is a stable model� and therefore
can be found using the results in section �� we want to give special consideration to this model�
because it is one of the most interesting stable models together with the total stable models�	
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In this section� we will show that the well�founded model of a program can be found using a
special class of selection strategies� the wellfounded strategies	 First� we will give a de
nition of
the well�founded model for a proper de
nition� we refer to �GRS����	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program	 The wellfounded model of P is the smallest stable model
of P with respect to the knowledge ordering�	 �

Now� we introduce the class of wellfounded strategies	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program	 A selection strategy � for P is a wellfounded strategy� if�
for all J such that � has to select from ChoiceP J� and UP J� is non�empty� � selects a j�triple
that contains a literal �A such that A � UP J�	 �

Lemma ��� Let P be a program and let M be a stable model of P � There exists a wellfounded
selection strategy for M �

Proof� Let M be a stable model of P 	 By lemma �	�� there exist selection strategies for M 	
Therefore� it su�ces to prove that� for a j�interpretation J such that J �M � ConflictP J� is
empty� ChoiceP J� is non�empty and UP J� is non�empty� UP J� 
M� is non�empty	 This
follows from the stronger claim that� for I 	M � UP I� 	M�	 By lemma �	� in �GRS���� the
operator UP is monotone	 We also have that UP M� � �	 From these two facts we have that�
for I 	M �

UP I� 	 UP I� � I� � UP I� 	 UP M� � UP M� �M� �M�

�

Lemma ��� Let P be a program� Every wellfounded selection strategy for P is a selection
strategy for the wellfounded model of P �

Proof� Let M be the well�founded model of P and let � be a well�founded selection strat�
egy for P 	 Let J be a j�interpretation such that J �M 	 By lemma �	�� we know that
ConflictP J� 	M 	 Therefore� we only have to consider the case in which we have to select
from ChoiceP J�	 There are two cases�

� Suppose that UP J� is non�empty	 Then� � will select a j�triple from ChoiceP J� that
contains a literal �A such that A � UP J�	 Because J 	M � we have that UP J� 	M��
and therefore that A �M�	

� Suppose that UP J� is empty	 Then� by lemma �	�� J is a stable model of P 	 But then�
because J �M � J is smaller than M in the knowledge�ordering� which is in contradiction
with the fact that M is the well�founded model of P 	

�

Lemma ��� Let P be a program� M is the wellfounded model of P i� M is the �rst stable
model in  �P 	 where � is a wellfounded selection strategy for P �

Proof� Let M be the well�founded model of P and let � be a well�founded selection strategy for
P 	 By lemma �	�� � is a selection strategy for M 	 Therefore� there exists a least ordinal �� such
that J� �M for J� � SeqP��	 Moreover� the pre
x of  �P ending at J� is monotone increasing
in the knowledge order�	 Because M is the knowledge�minimal stable model of P � there does
not exist an ordinal 	 smaller that � such that J� is a stable model of P 	 �
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� On the complexity of SP

The fact that we can generate all stable models as limits of sequences of interpretations� does
not mean that we are in general capable of 
nding them in 
nite time	 M	 Fitting has already
shown in �Fit��� that the closure ordinal of his operator !P could be as high as Church�Kleene
��� the 
rst nonrecursive ordinal	 Because our operator in some sense �encapsulates� the Fitting
operator� we cannot hope to do better with our operator	 It would be interesting to de
ne
classes of programs whose stable models can be generated in an �acceptable� amount of time	

The 
rst class of programs that comes to mind� is the class of programs P whose Herbrand
Base BP is 
nite	 The following result is similar to the results obtained in �Fag��� and �SZ���	
First� we have to de
ne a class of selection strategies whose sequences are guaranteed to be
stabilizing	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program and let � be a selection strategy for P 	 We call � fair if�
for all ordinals � and all ordinals 	 smaller than �� J� � J� implies that the selection made by
� for J� di�ers from the selection made by � for J�	 �

Lemma ��� Let P be a program� If � is a fair strategy for P 	 then the sequence  �P is stabilizing�

Proof� Suppose there exists a fair strategy � such that  �P is not stabilizing	 Then� we have
that� for all ordinals �� J� �� J���	 Because J� is de
ned for all ordinals �� there exists at least
one j�interpretation J � such that for any ordinal �� there exists an ordinal 	 such that 	  � and
J� � J 	 This j�interpretation J has a set C associated with it� from which � makes a selection
C is one of CulpritP J�� ConflictP J� and ChoiceP J��	 This set C is non�empty� because
otherwise we would have that J � S�P J�� and is countable but possibly in
nite�� because BP
is countable	 Because � is fair� we have that for any two j�interpretations J� and J� in  

�
P such

that J� � J� and � �� 	� the element selected by � for J� di�ers from the element selected by
� for J�	 Therefore� there exists an ordinal 
 after which every element of C has been selected
once for J 	 But we know that there exists an ordinal � such that �  
 and J � J�	 At that
point� � cannot make a fair selection	 This is in contradiction with the fact that � is a fair
selection rule	 Therefore� if � is fair then  �P is stabilizing	 �

Lemma ��� Let P be a program with a �nite Herbrand base BP � Let � be a fair strategy for P �
The closure ordinal of the sequence  �P is �nite�

Proof� First� note that by lemma �	�  �P is stabilizing� and that therefore it has a closure
ordinal	 Because BP is 
nite� the number of j�interpretations is 
nite	 Furthermore� for any
j�interpretation J � the sets ConflictP J�� ChoiceP J� and CulpritP J� are 
nite	 Because of
this and the fact that � is fair� any j�interpretation J that is not the limit 
xpoint of  �P will
occur only 
nitely many times in  �P 	 As a result� we have that the closure ordinal of  

�
P is 
nite	

�

Note� that this result is not very surprising	 If BP is 
nite� the set of interpretations of P is

nite� which means that one can simply enumerate the set of all interpretations of P and test
which of them are stable models of P 	 Thus� any operator should be capable of 
nding a solution
in 
nite time in this case	

There remains the question of what is the best method for 
nding stable models of programs
in the case of 
nite Herbrand Bases� generate and testing all consistent interpretations of a
program or using SP with some carefully chosen family of selection strategies	 We have good
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hope� that the second option will� in general� perform better than the 
rst option	 First of all�
by inducing some order on the atoms in the Herbrand Base of a program� like Sacc�a and Zaniolo
did with their backtracking operator in �SZ���� we can restrict ourselves to a family of �ordered�
selection strategies� in which the redundancy in partial interpretations being considered is greatly
reduced though not eliminated completely�	 Moreover� although in general the number of well�
supported partial interpretations of a program can be greater than the number of consistent
total interpretations of a program� we think that in the typical case the number of well�founded
interpretations taken into consideration by SP when using a family of ordered selection strategies
will be much smaller	

In the remainder of this section� we will formalize the idea of �using SP to 
nd stable models�
and present classes of families of strategies that reduce redundancy	 First� we introduce the
notion of a search�tree for a family of strategies	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program and let F be a family of selection strategies for P 	 TF is
a tree� with j�interpretations as nodes� such that the branches of TF are exactly the maximal
pre
xes of sequences  �P such that � � F and� for any two j�interpretations J and J � in a branch�
J �� J �	 �

The idea is that "in order to 
nd stable models" we have to traverse the tree TF for some family
F of strategies	 Moreover� we think that building and traversing this tree should account for the
exponential part in the costs of 
nding a stable model� the strategies in F should be relatively
easy to 
nd i	e	 we don�t want to de
ne F as the family of selection strategies that� for every
stable modelM of P � contains exactly one selection strategy forM�	 We now have to 
nd some
condition that allows us to conclude that the tree for some family of strategies contains stable
models	 The following lemma will give us such a condition	

Lemma ��� Let P be a program and let F be a family of selection strategies for P � If	 for some
stable model M for P 	 F contains a selection strategy for M 	 then TF has a node n containing
a jinterpretation J such that M � J� Moreover	 if M is total	 then n is a leaf�

Proof� Suppose � is an element of F and suppose that � is a selection strategy for some stable
model M for P 	 Let � be the least ordinal such that J� �M J� �  �P �	

The pre
x of  �P up to J� increases strictly monotone inclusion order�	 Therefore this pre
x
is contained in a branch in TF 	 Moreover� if M is total� � is the closure ordinal of  �P � and
therefore J� � J���	 So� if M is total� the pre
x of  �P up to J� is the maximal pre
x of  �P
that does not contain twice the same j�interpretation� and therefore it coincides exactly with a
branch in TF 	

The last j�interpretation of the pre
x of  �P � contains M 	 Therefore� there exists a branch in
TF with a node that contains M 	 Moreover� if M is total� there exists a branch that coincides
exactly with this pre
x� and therefore the leaf of this branch contains M 	 �

So� we have to 
nd a family F of selection strategies such that F contains a selection strategy
for every stable model in M later on� we will turn our attention to total stable models�	

We present a number of restrictions on selection strategies� that de
ne a class of so�called
families of �order unfoundedset selection strategies	 Every family in this class will� for every
stable modelM � contain at least one selection strategy forM � but the size of the search�tree for
these families w	r	t	 the search�tree for the family of all selection strategies� will be relatively
small	 We start by introducing ��ordered strategies	

De�nition ��	 Let P be a program and let � be a total order on LP 	 We call a strategy � for P
�ordered� if� for all j�interpretations J of P such that � has to select from ConflictP J�� � selects
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a j�triple from ConflictP J� containing a literal that is a ��minimal element of ConflictP J�	
�

The idea of restricting ourselves to ��ordered strategies for some order �� is� that we can de
ne
an equivalence relation on the selection strategies for P � in a way that every ��ordered strategy
is a representative of an equivalence class	

Example ��
 Consider program P
 consisting of the clauses p�� q �� r� p and r� q	 We
have that ConflictP��� consists of the j�triples hp� �� �i and hq� �� �i	 There exist two kinds of
selection strategies for P
� the ones that in a given situation select 
rst p� then q or r and then
the remaining one� and the ones that "in that given situation" select 
rst q� then p or r and
then the remaining one	 But any two selection strategies of P that di�er in this aspect only�
are essentially equivalent� because they both will end up with a j�interpretation containing the
interpretation fp� q� rg note however� that the j�interpretations themselves may di�er�	 �

Lemma ��� Let P be a program and let � be a total order on LP � Then	 for every stable model
M of P 	 the family of �ordered selection strategies contains a selection strategy for M �

Proof� Let M be a stable model of P 	 By lemma �	�� there exist selection strategies for M 	
Therefore� it su�ces to prove that� for a j�interpretation J such that J �M and ConflictP J�
is non�empty� D 
M �� �� where D is the set of ��minimal elements of ConflictP J�	 But this
follows from the fact that� by de
nition of D and lemma �	�� D 	 ConflictP J� 	M 	 �

We can strengthen this result by combining it with the result on well�founded strategies	

Lemma ��� Let P be a program and let � be a total order on LP � Let F be the family of
strategies that are both wellfounded and �ordered� Then	 for every stable model M of P 	 F
contains a selection strategy for M �

Proof� The proof follows directly from lemma�s �	� and �	�� because the condition for ��
orderedness is only relevant if an element of ConflictP is selected� while the condition for
well�foundedness is only relevant if an element of ChoiceP is selected	 �

A further strengthening is possible by using the order on LP when selecting an element of UP 	

De�nition ��� Let P be a program and let � be a total order on LP 	 We call a strategy �

for P an �order unfoundedset strategy� if� for all j�interpretations J of P �

� if � has to select from ConflictP J�� it selects j�triple that contains a ��minimal literal of
ConflictP J�� and

� if � has to select from ChoiceP J� and UP J� is non�empty� it selects a j�triple that contains
a ��minimal literal of UP J�	

�

Lemma ���� Let P be a program and let � be a total order on LP � Let F be the family of
�order unfoundedset strategies� Then	 for every stable model M of P 	 F contains a selection
strategy for M �

Proof� By de
nition� F is contained in the family of selection strategies that are both ��ordered
and well�founded	 Let M be a stable model of P and let J be a j�interpretation of P such that
J �M � ConflictP J� is empty� ChoiceP J� is non�empty and UP J� is non�empty	 We know
that UP J� 	M� see lemma �	��	 But the ��minimal element of UP J� is clearly an element of
UP J�� and therefore an element ofM

�	 Therefore there exist ��order unfounded set strategies
for M 	 �
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We will conclude this section by de
ning a class of families of selection strategies such that�
for any family in this class and any total stable model M of P � the family contains a selection
strategy forM 	 For this� we need to de
ne a special dependency relation on the unknown atoms
of an interpretation	

De�nition ���� Let P be a program and let I be an interpretation for P 	 We de
ne the
dependency relation �DI on BP � I� as the transitive closure of the relation DI � which is de
ned
as follows� A�DI A i� there exists a rule R in P with conclusion A that is neither applicable nor
inapplicable in I such that A� � premR��	 An element A of BP � I� is called �DI minimal if�
for all A� such that A� �DI A� A �DI A

�	 �

Example ���� Consider program P� consisting of the clauses p� �p� p� q� r � s� s� r�
t� s� u� �v and v � �u	 Let I � f�qg be an interpretation of P�	 Then we have that
DI � fhp� pi� hr� si� hs� ri� hs� ti� hu� vi� hv� uig	 So� fp� s� r� u� vg is the set of �DI �minimal ele�
ments	 �

De�nition ���� Let P be a program	 We call a strategy � for P Dordered� if� for all j�
interpretations J of P such that � has to select from ChoiceP J�� � selects a j�triple containing
a literal �A such that A is �D

J
�minimal	 �

Lemma ���� Let P be a program and let � be a total order on LP � Let F be the family of
selection strategies that are both �ordered and Dordered� For every total stable model of P 	 F
contains a selection strategy for M �

Proof� Let M be a total model of P 	 Because the conditions for ��orderedness and D�
orderedness do not interfere with eachother and because� by lemma �	�� there exist ��ordered
selection strategies for M � we only have to show that the D�orderedness condition does not
interfere with the condition for strategies for M 	 Let J be a j�interpretation sucht that J 	M �
ConflictP J� is empty and ChoiceP J� is non�empty	 Let D be the set of �D

J
�minimal ele�

ments of J 	 It su�ces to prove the D 
M� is non�empty	 First� note that D is non�empty
because J �M 	

Suppose that D 
M� is empty	 Then� because M is total� D 	M� 	M 	 Now� let A
be an element of D and let R be a clause with conclusion A that is applicable in M there
has to exist at least one such clause�	 Because ConflictP J� is empty� premR�

� 
 I� is non�
empty	 Moreover� because A is �D

J
�minimal� premR�� 
D is non�empty	 Finally� because R

is consistent in M and D 	M � we know that premR�� 
D is empty	 So� for all clauses R
with conclusion in D that are applicable in M � D 
 premR�� is non�empty	 But then� D is an
unfounded set ofM � and thus D 	 UP M� 	 UP M� �M�� which contradicts the assumption
that D 
M� is empty	 �

� Conclusion

In this paper� we have presented an operator that generates sequences of interpretations	 We
have shown that the limits of these sequences are exactly all total stable models of a general
logic program	 Moreover� the set of all stable models can be identi
ed as a subset of the
interpretations generated by the operator	 Furthermore� we have shown that the least 
xpoint
of the Fitting operator appears in all sequences generated by our operator� and that we can 
nd
the well�founded model� using a special family of selection strategies	
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It would be interesting to 
nd classes of selection strategies that can be implemented e��
ciently� are complete i	e	 are capable of 
nding all total� stable models�� and have small closure
ordinals	 The families of selection strategies we presented here seems to be good candidates�
and it might be possible that we are capable of restricting these classes further	
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